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#3 – The DRY principle is stated as "Every piece of knowledge must have a single, unambiguous, authoritative representation 
within a system.“. For More information visit : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don%27t_repeat_yourself

#4 - The KISS principle states that simplicity should be a key goal in design, and that unnecessary complexity should be 
avoided.  For More information visit : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KISS_principle 
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This Capitalization Styles has been suggested by Microsoft for more information have a look at : 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/x2dbyw72(VS.71).aspx
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#1 - Hungarian notation is the practice of including a prefix in identifiers to encode some metadata about the parameter, such 
as the data type of the identifier. More information : http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229045.aspx.
If you are thinking why someone should not use Hungarian here are my views :
-Readability
-You have one variable which can be declared as double/float/Decimal. Then it might confuse other one who is using it e.g. 
dSalary/fSalary/dSalary. But if you are following camel casing then it will be simple salary. Simple right?
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#1 If file name and class name will be same then maintainability will be easy.
#2 Readability, Maintenance and consistency
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#3 – Xml Documentation is a great feature using which you can produce professional, indexed, and searchable source 
documentation. for more on it visit : http://www.codeproject.com/KB/XML/csharpcodedocumentation.aspx
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#1 – Maintainability!
#2 – If your method is becoming too long like 200 lines then it’s time to refactor it because today you are working on that method and you know all 
the things but tomorrow some one else might need to work on it and if method is 200 lines long the person will go mad in spite  of that if you do 
refactor and create individual methods based on functionality the piece of code does. E.g. If you have a method SaveEmployee which does following 
tasks:
-Input data is valid or not – why not put this code in one method called “IsValidEmployee()”.
-Do some Business Logic – why not put this code in one method called “ApplyBusinessLogicOnEmployee()”.

#3 – Readability and Maintainability. For example today you have method with 5 arguments and tomorrow you need to add one more argument then 
if you do so then all callers should have to change their code.

#4 – It is possible to split the definition of a class or a struct, or an interface over two or more source files. Each source file contains a section of the 
class definition, and all parts are combined when the application is compiled. There are several situations when splitting a class definition is desirable:
When working on large projects, spreading a class over separate files allows multiple programmers to work on it simultaneously.
When working with automatically generated source, code can be added to the class without having to recreate the source file. Visual Studio uses this 
approach when creating Windows Forms, Web Service wrapper code, and so on. You can create code that uses these classes without having to edit 
the file created by Visual Studio.
See more on partial at : http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/wa80x488(VS.80).aspx
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#1 – Using properties we can put some Business logic/any validation logic in our properties to ensure that users provide the 
values which we are expecting!
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#1 – If you split files logically then maintainability will be easy and on different functionality working will be easy when you
are working in Subversion environment where single check in only allowed.
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#2 – StringBuilder is mutable and String Is Immutable. Means if you have string variable and you are appending anything to 
that string variable then it will destroy current instance of string and create new one while String Builder will use the same 
string object reference on Append operation. – This can improve performance.

#3 – If you use 
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#1 – Means each and every line of code should passed from debug point. Because sometimes we write the code which may 
create problem in some specific scenarios and White Box Testing can reduce chance of this kind of errors. For more : 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White-box_testing
#2 – For Readability, Maintainability – Using Quick watch another developer can see local variables value before and after 
method call.
#3 – As the methods are public anyone can access them and if some one would like to redefine the behavior then if method 
has been declared as virtual can be redefined using Overridden keyword without changing code of base class. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_function
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#1 - The as operator is like a cast operation. However, if the conversion is not possible, as returns null instead of raising an
exception. Consider the following expression: expression as type 
It is equivalent to the following expression except that expression is evaluated only one time.
expression is type ? (type)expression : (type)null
Fo more info : http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cscsdfbt.aspx
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#2 - Microsoft’s best practice recommendation is that you use Windows authentication mode whenever possible. The main 
benefit is that the use of this mode allows you to centralize account administration for your entire enterprise in a single place: 
Active Directory. This dramatically reduces the chances of error or oversight. 

For example, consider the scenario where a trusted database administrator leaves your organization on unfriendly terms. If 
you use Windows authentication mode, revoking that user’s access takes place automatically when you disable or remove 
the DBA’s Active Directory account. If you use mixed authentication mode, you not only need to disable the DBA’s Windows 
account, but you also need to comb through the local user listings on each database server to ensure that no local accounts 
exist where the DBA may know the password. That’s a lot of work! 

In conclusion, I suggest that you heed Microsoft’s advice and implement Windows authentication mode for your SQL Server 
databases whenever possible. 
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#1 – Because if it is under SP then it will be difficult to Debug and If it is under Business Logic then you can easily achieve the 
functionality using .NET framework’s Classes and Visual Studio has a nice debugger! – Which will make your application easily 
maintainable.

#2 - The sqlcmd utility lets you enter Transact-SQL statements, system procedures, and script files at the command prompt, in 
Query Editor in SQLCMD mode, in a Windows script file or in an operating system (Cmd.exe) job step of a SQL Server Agent 
job. This utility uses OLE DB to execute Transact-SQL batches. 

#3 - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection, http://unixwiz.net/techtips/sql-injection.html
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#1 – Maintainability and take benefit of Partial class
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#1 – Maintainability
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#4 - Always use style sheet to control the look and feel of the pages. Never specify font name and font size in any of the 
pages. Use appropriate style class. This will help you to change the UI of your application easily in future. Also, if you like to 
support customizing the UI for each customer, it is just a matter of developing another style sheet for them.

#6 – If you use static absolute paths then when you deploy application on other machine it will be headache to make it 
working.

#7 – Maintenance and Reusability.
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In object-oriented programming, the single responsibility principle states that every object should have a single 
responsibility, and that responsibility should be entirely encapsulated by the class. All its services should be narrowly aligned 
with that responsibility.  Src :http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_responsibility_principle
If you assign single responsibility to each method then it will be easy to debug and find out the bug. If you put everything 
under one method and for some change if you do code change it will increase the chance of bug.
It also allows peoples to work on independently for example AddEmployee method does following things:
ValidateEmployee
SaveEmployee
GreetEmployee
three guys can work on different piece of code at a time – Remembered Partial class?
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Do not hardcode numbers. Use constants instead. Declare constant in the top of the file and use it in your code.

However, using constants are also not recommended. You should use the constants in the 
config file or database so that you can change it later. Declare them as constants only if you are 
sure this value will never need to be changed (e.g. Days of the week).
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Now if you see result flag is updated by two methods AddEmployee and UpdateEmployee. Now, suppose you have one caller 
method
Which calls either of this method based on employee exist or not if you check the “result” flag then you can’t identify which
method got 
Executed. So, it’s better to declare local variables.
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If you have a method returning a collection, return an empty collection instead of null, if you have no data to return. For 
example, if you have a method returning an List<Employee>, always return a valid List. If you have no items to return, then 
return a valid List<Employee> with 0 items. This will make it easy for the calling application to just check for the “count” 
rather than doing an additional check for “null”.
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A Finally statement can be used within a Try block to ensure allocated resources are clean. The code in a Finally block runs 
after the exception-handling code, but before control returns to the calling procedure. The code in a Finally block will run 
even if your code throws an exception,  and even if you add an explicit return statement within a catch block.

If you do not need to catch specific exceptions, the Using statement behaves like a Try…Finally block, and guarantees disposal 
of the resources, no matter how you exit the block. This is true even in the case of an unhandled exception. 
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Visit :  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection, http://unixwiz.net/techtips/sql-injection.html
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